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Multiple randomized trials suggest definite benefits of clopidogrel, either as an alternative or an adjunct to aspirin, for secondary prevention of acute vascular events, including absolute mortality reduction in the largest ever study on acute myocardial infarction. Despite proven efficacy and the broadest possible utilization, antiplatelet protection with clopidogrel has several potential limitations such as delayed onset of platelet inhibition, substantial response variability in the acute setting, remaining risk for the development of vascular thrombosis, and higher rates of perioperative bleeding complications during cardiac surgery due to an irreversible nature of platelet P2Y12 receptor blockade. It is unclear to what extent clopidogrel per se is responsible for all these shortcomings, how damaging they are in the real-life clinical scenarios, and, most importantly, what can be done to prevent, minimize, or compensate for such limitations.

This issue of the Polish Archives of Internal Medicine (Pol Arch Med Wewn) contains a small, elegant study suggesting that there are changes in clopidogrel responder status over time, but broad differences between the platelet function tests do not allow for the exact estimation of the frequency of such variable response. Most importantly, the clinical utility of this interesting laboratory phenomenon is unclear and definitely requires a much larger, better randomized study, with uniformed platelet biomarker assessment, long follow-up, and careful collection of clinical events. The authors are absolutely right in not recommending repeated response variability estimates in the current routine clinical practice unless more evidence becomes available.

In fact, all real or perceived limitations associated with response to clopidogrel can be divided into 2 categories: those driven by measuring the levels of multiple biomarkers in platelet studies (variability and durability of response, excess timing needed to exhibit full-scale antiplatelet potency, inefficient inhibition due to increased baseline pre-existent platelet activity), and those scenarios really observed in clinical practice (recurrent vascular events including stent thrombosis, increased bleeding risks). The insufficient platelet inhibition with clopidogrel was termed "clopidogrel resistance". However, such "resistance" still remains the laboratory research finding rather than a proven and clinically relevant fact, despite numerous attempts to link low response to clopidogrel with worsened vascular outcomes in general, and with development of stent thrombosis in particular. All these small studies fall way too short to prove that changes in the levels of certain platelet biomarkers may predict outcomes after clopidogrel because they are overpowered by the discrepancy with the available randomized clinical data and contradicting epidemiological evidence so evident in the discussed study as well.

Another critical issue is noncompliance. It seems that noncompliance is a major and the most logical practical reason for no response to clopidogrel. With regard to compliance, it is critical to divide the evidence into acute (in-hospital) and maintenance (outpatient) chronic settings. In fact, clopidogrel administration is controlled much better in the hospital rather than in the outpatient clinic. Therefore, platelet data suggesting "resistance" may have merit when properly assessed during the loading regimens because clopidogrel is indeed on board. However, these studies cannot overcome the power and validity of the COMMIT trial, in which the combination of moderate-dose aspirin, clopidogrel, and streptokinase saved 119 lives in patients with acute myocardial infarction in comparison with patients treated with aspirin and a fibrinolytic agent only. Critical to remember is that absolute mortality benefit has been achieved exclusively in patients who received no-load (75 mg) clopidogrel, and that the majority of such patients will be considered "clopidogrel resistant" if assessed by any modern platelet tests. Should "resistance"
be real, COMMIT will not yield the best outcome result among all clopidogrel trials. In the outpatient setting, many noncompliant patients will be considered “clopidogrel resistant”.

In fact, no platelet study ever has controlled for compliance to clopidogrel. Obviously, pill counts and telephone interviews will not be sufficient to document strict compliance. Determination of active (thiol) and/or intact (carboxyl) clopidogrel metabolites with the simultaneous assessment of platelet activity in the autologous samples is mandatory to prove that the patient experiencing the second vascular event indeed takes clopidogrel. One established team is working in this right direction linking changes in the levels of platelet biomarkers with the plasma levels of clopidogrel metabolites, although the data are not yet sufficient to draw any definite conclusions.

There are few available reports of noncompliance with clopidogrel. Unjustified cessation of clopidogrel therapy has been observed in over 15% of patients with coronary artery disease, and in 18.4% of patients at 3 months and in up to 38.4% of patients at 1 year in a poststroke cohort. These high rates of noncompliance are far greater than any reasonably determined rates of “clopidogrel resistance.” Therefore, the postulate that no response, or low response, after clopidogrel may cause worsened vascular outcomes is not valid. Quite opposite, the logical explanation of such an adverse association is that excess vascular events occur more frequently not in “resistant”, but in patients not treated, discontinued from antiplatelet agents. Moreover, if minor bleeding events are responsible for drug withdrawal, such patients will most likely stop taking not only clopidogrel, but aspirin as well. This chain of events may lead to rebound platelet activation and second acute vascular events, as documented for cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, aspirin, and clopidogrel. Taken together, it is reasonable to suspect that even minor bleeding complications are enough of a deterrent to stop therapy for some patients, especially when the benefits of the drug are not readily apparent. This limitation of clopidogrel stands in contrast to drugs that alleviate actual symptoms rather than merely preventing acute events. Obviously, we cannot expect platelets to be inhibited when the antiplatelet agent is not on board. Moreover, the reported rates of noncompliance are higher than those of “clopidogrel resistance”.

The cost of an error to misjudge why the patient with activated platelets developed vascular event is enormous, and is happening in the everyday clinical practice much more often than one can imagine. Indeed, if “clopidogrel resistance” is a real meaningful finding, then higher loading and maintenance doses of clopidogrel, as well as introduction of much more potent antiplatelet strategies with prasugrel and ticagrelor, are well justified and will result in better outcomes. In contrast, the clinical utilization of newer antiplatelet agents is quite low, partly due to unclear long-term benefit. Indeed, should “resistance” be a laboratory artifact frequently observed in noncompliant patients, then higher doses and/or more aggressive antiplatelet regimens are harmful and will not only cause more bleeding but result in higher drug discontinuation rates, rebound platelet activation, followed by worsened vascular outcomes. Considering modern trends to use aggressive, although unjustified by randomized outcome evidence, doubled, or even tripled clopidogrel loading doses, mixed with the controversy regarding the higher thrombotic risks observed with drug-eluting stents, promoting “clopidogrel resistance” is harming rather than helping patients, dragging them into increased bleeding and thrombotic risks.

In conclusion, there is no need to add more confusion, and, moreover, no platelet data will help solve or even further advance this controversy. Only a randomized study with the hard outcome or, ideally, survival endpoint, supported by the comprehensive serial platelet assessment, strict compliance rules including the measurement of clopidogrel metabolite(s) will determine whether “clopidogrel resistance” is a real danger (as suggested by platelet biomarkers), or an artificial tool (as suggested by randomized clinical evidence) introduced to help novel antiplatelet agents gain the vascular market share.
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